
Overview 

 
 

The Electronic-Guard Solution is a Video Security System that uses Artificial 

Intelligence to Protect your home and/or business.  

 

The solution was designed and developed to protect you and your family. 

 

The latest breakthrough in cost effective Artificial Intelligence at the Edge is the 

key to the success of the solution.  

  



Features 

 

 

1. Advanced AI deep learning neural network for object detection at the Edge 

2. Low bandwidth requirements 

3. Users are notified in seconds of a detected intruder 

4. Support a wide range of IP cameras and DVRs 

5. Integrate to existing camera installations 

6. Events are stored and time-stamped with easy review 

7. Live view also displayed with the last triggered event 

8. End User applications runs on most Platforms 

• Apple: iPhone, iPad 

• Android: Phones, Tablets 

• Window: PCs and Tablets 



 

Architecture 
 

The Electronic-Guard AI Units runs on the remote site where the Cameras are located and where the Detections needs 

to be done. The high bandwidth video streams are only processes on the local network on the remote site by the 

Electronic-Guard AI Unit. Only detected image and short video recordings associated with the detections are uploaded 

to the Cloud server. The phone applications and the Control Room applications retrieve the detection images and videos 

from the Cloud server. 

 

 

  



Edge Hardware 
 

The Edge Devices do Object Detection using Neural Networks running on Nvidia GPUs using the Cuda Core APIs from 

Nvidia. The Unit can trigger an Alarm/Siren or Lights with Relays available on the Unit. The Unit also supports the MQTT 

protocol to trigger events on Home Automation systems like Home Assistant. 

The entry level Unit can run on any PC that has an Intel i5 CPU, 8G of Ram, 500Gig SSD and Nvidia GTX 1030 GPU and it 

can support up to 16 Cameras. 

 

The Business Unit that is based on the Intel® NUC 11 Enthusiast Kit with a Nvidia Geforce RTX 2060 can support up to 56 

Cameras: 

  



Detections 

 
Each Camera can be configured to detect any or all the following objects: 

person, car, truck, motorcycle, bicycle, cat, dog, bird 

The detections can be configured per Camera based on the required Neural Network Confidence Factor and the area of 

Interest.  

 

 

 
  



Phone App (iOS and Android) 

 
The phone applications are triggered with Push Notifications on the Detection of Objects. It will take you to 

the Camera with the latest detection when the application is opens after receiving a Notification. The 

Alarm/Siren can be activated from the Phone application. The application also supports a Panic Button that 

will trigger the Alarm/Siren when required. 

 

 



Control Room Application 
 

The Control Room application switches automatically to the latest detection of all the units selected to be 

monitored. The Detection object will be displayed on the left and the live view of what is currently happening 

on the remote site. The associated video that includes a few seconds before the detections is available for 

review. The list of detections is available on the left side and the reviewed events will change color so the 

operator will see what events are still to be reviewed. There is an audio alert on a detection that will draw the 

operator’s attention during an intruder detections. 

 

 

 
 



Supported Camera System 
 

 

The unit process the video cameras streams from the Camera systems based on 

RTSP (Real Time Streaming Protocol). This is supported by most of the Camera 

systems including the following: 

1. HikVision / HiLook 

2. Dahua 

3. UniView 

4. Provision / TVN 

 

 



Contact us 

 
 

 
 


